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Start assembling the light for the front by the shown lighting parts
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Replace the tiles with studs on both of the front lights by the 
lighting parts, please assemble it exactly same position as the 
picture

Detach the bumper, front lights and the parts as shown 
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Before restoring the front lights, insert the connector into the 
shown spot, then the connector will be placed besides the tire
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Now restore the parts in between the lights

Then restore the front lights back to the car
And make sure the wire in between them are placed in between 
the studs in middle
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Replace the 1x2 black plates on the bumper by the remain 
lighting plates

Put the clear parts back on the lights bulbs
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After all, restore the clear tiles on the bumper and put the bumper 
back, this part would be finished
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Replace the clear red and orange round plates by the lighting 
parts, remember to follow the original colors

Now remove the shown parts of the car to assemble the lights for 
rear side
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Assemble the lighting round plates on the left side
Again put the round tiles back on the lights

Restore the LandRover tag to cover as many wires as you can, put 
the removed round tiles on the lights then move the rest lights in 
the car
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Place the wire in between the studs to prevent getting damaged when 
restoring the white parts removed from last step

Assemble the 1x4 lighting plate as shown, detach the shown parts to make 
space for moving the black lighting plates to the top
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Assemble the other 1x4 lighting plate as shown

Put the removed parts back to the top
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Connect the wires with the other lighting parts

To the remain lights to the top, remove one of the slopes to make space for them
and restore the slope after that 
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Then you can restore the windshield and the engine cover

The wire to the engine part can be placed in between the shown studs
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Now put the rack back on the car, assemble the lights and restore the clear 
round plates on them

The only connect left inside the car will be used for powering up
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Place the rear lights on the rack and put the removed 1x2 clear tiles on them
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At last, you may choose to power up by USB or battery


